MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, CHANDIGARH

(FIRE & RESCUE SERVICES)
SCHEDULE OF DOCUMENT VERIFICATION
S.No. Name of post Venue
1

Driver

Date

Conference Hall, 6th floor, New 03/10/22
Deluxe
Building,
Sector
17,
Municipal Corporation, Chandigarh

Roll

Time
10:00:00 AM

Nos.

1990600071 1990600373 1990601396 1990602376 1990603255 1990603751
1990600079 1990600414 1990601507 1990602715 1990603281 1990603754
1990600091 1990600539 1990601869 1990602730 1990603374 1990603780
1990600102 1990600773 1990601931 1990602770 1990603408 1990603854
1990600300 1990600873 1990601970 1990602886 1990603499 1990604066
1990600314 1990601004 1990601971 1990603018 1990603565 1990604162
1990600338 1990601159

1990602038 1990603071 1990603721 1990604307

1990600372 1990601209 1990602166 1990603075 1990603746 1990604368
1.

You should bring all your original certificates regarding proof of age (Matric pass
certificate), Essential qualification, Caste certificate (if applicable) and other
relevant certificates alongwith one set of self attested copies of the documents/
certificates.

2.

Your candidature is provisional. You must, therefore, ensure that you fulfill all the
conditions of eligibility laid down in the advertisement/ notice already displayed
on the website. If, at any stage, it is found that you do not fulfill any of the
conditions of eligibility, your candidature will be cancelled and no appeal against
such cancellation will be entertained.

3.

The fact that you have been called for document verification does not confer on
you any right to be treated as eligible for selection/ appointment. To avoid any
disappointment at a later stage, you are advised to recheck whether you meet all

the eligibility criteria laid down as on the crucial date prescribed for the post of the
examination in question.
4.

No change in Date and venue of the document verification will be allowed for any
candidate under any circumstances. In case, you fail to attend the document
verification, it will be presumed that you are not interested for appointment and
your candidature will be treated as cancelled. No further correspondence will be
entertained in this regard.

DA/aa.

Joint Commissioner,
Municipal Corporation,
Chandigarh.

